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Customer Feature
In the administration view, in the message log, message replies with error status "OK, feil i delmelding"
are now shown with status "Warning"
[ RENO-15844 (215785), Resolved, AppRec with error code 3 should be shown as status "Warning" in the FM admin
message log ]

The FM now handles content error "code 3" as a success when processing replies for a Verify message,
instead of reporting an error only.
[ RENO-15842, Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - FM should not treat AppRec status "3" as an error when sending Verify ]

Only doctors can make HELFO applications in dentist installations.
[ RENO-15834 (213929), Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - As a doctor in a dentist installation, I want to create Helfo applications
]

The coding system "9051" has been updated.
[ RENO-15833, Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - As the FM, I want to send correct DN values for kodeverk 9051 ]

Help file has been updated for new 4.7 features (updated text has not been translated to Norwegian)
[ RENO-15828, Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - As a user, I want to have an updated help file ]

"LIB-ansvarlig lege rolle" has been changed back to "Multidoseansvarlig lege"
[ RENO-15582, Resolved, As the FM, I want to use updated kodeverk 7490 ]

When linking an external item to a local one, and the external item can be an AK journal medication,
then it should only be possible to link to other such medications on the LIB unless there is a local AK
journal on the LIB then no linking of possible AK medications should be allowed.
[ RENO-15479, Resolved, VS: Bug 206279: AK journal does not update locally, when linking updated AK medication from
external installation and keep the external prescription (only option) ]

AK journals with incomplete dosing can not be sent out in a PLL message.
[ RENO-15291 (202160), Resolved, 202160 - An Reg with AK-journal and "?" in dosing is sendt out with stop date in
M25.1 ]

Renewing preparations with change should no longer add extra components to prescription message.
[ RENO-15283 (200419), Resolved, Double ingredients list in TilbOppl in M1 when importing and renewing-with-change a
preparation ]

Not in RF items coming in on PLL messages are no longer shown with an "X" RF status icon. After
importing such item it is shown as a registration with a " house" icon and denoted as an "iReg" or
imported registration in the LIB list.
[ RENO-15213 (199735), Resolved, External items that only exist in M25 (and not M9.6) should not show RF status "X" in
Samstemming ]

Feature
Stopped items from the latest M25.1 are now merged the items from M25.2 and shown in
"samstemming".
[ RENO-15524, Resolved, As a samstemming user, I want to see seponering information from M25.1, if latest is M25.2 ]

Customer Defect
Fixed a problem where LesVarerIBruk would return an error when called with parameters
VibStart/VibStop or VibDato and the patient has linked prescription in the local LIB. LesVarerIBruk
should now be more stable when calling the method for a date range.
[ RENO-15938 (Support 507932), Resolved, CLONE (4.5 to trunk) - LesVarerIBruk returns an error for some patients ]

For PLO installations when changing "Administrering" on lib item an error that could be raised, for no
apparent reason, and shown in dialog has been fixed.
[ RENO-15937 (Support 513259), Resolved, CLONE(4.5 to trunk) - Error when updating "administrering" in the LIB row
details view ]

Pending items on LB no longer drop down to AF when stop date is today or earlier.
[ RENO-15837 (214594), Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - Prescribing an eResept with stop date today will show the new resept
in AF ]

Only doctors are able to create Helfo applications when prescribing foodstuffs (NIB)
[ RENO-15836, Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - Dentist and Assistant can create HELFO application for NIB in Dentist
installation ]

Prescription questions sent out in an PLL message should now include the local time zone component
in the date.
[ RENO-15823 (214992), Resolved, VS: Bug 214992 - FM removes timezone information when replying a question from
MD pharmacy ]

Using the FM administration client, it is now possible to add an email address for an institution in the
institution configuration window.
[ RENO-15770, Resolved, As an admin, I want to register e-mail address for each FM institution ]

The list of items listed as reasons for not being able to send PLL is filtered for discarded items not in RF,
so not to show irrelevant items.
[ RENO-15670 (209962), Resolved, VS: 209962 - Discarded prescriptions shows up in LIB list when ekspederbare
resepter in RF at MD doctors on MD patients ]

When a user queries RF with the wrong smart card the FM handles the error reported from RF correctly
again.
[ RENO-15483 (206373), Resolved, Unknown error occurs in FM when BuyPass card does not match logged-in doctor in
FM ]

Samstemming now allows importing/adding AK medication to lib when a local AK journal has been
stopped.
[ RENO-15216 (199655), Resolved, Cannot import AK medication in Samstemming if an AK prescription has previously
been stopped locally ]

Defect
Items exported from audit log (i.e undone or rejected drafts) which have stop information, cannot have a
known stop reason as that isn't part of the log format.
[ RENO-15966, Resolved, Arsak missing for Seponering element ]

For documents without message id the exporter generates a new id for internal document reference in
order to get from information to document file.
[ RENO-15955, Resolved, Missing MsgId for Melding in the PatientData ]

An unexpected null reference error when RF/KJ look-ups time out has been fixed.
[ RENO-15903, Resolved, Null reference exception occurs if RF/KJ lookups times out ]

All patient exports are contained in a sub-folder of the export folder.
[ RENO-15900, Resolved, FM data for each patient is now not saved in a sub-directory ]

Hits from AR without municipality information no longer result in unexpected error dialog showing up.
[ RENO-15863, Resolved, NullReference error when saving an item from an AR lookup ]

Name of healthcare professional is now registered in message logs for kj lookups
[ RENO-15850, Resolved, KJ lookup information is not linked to the patient in the FM database ]

In dentist installations, assistants can no longer suggest a recall of prescriptions prescribed by doctors.
[ RENO-15832, Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - Assistant in dentist installation can recall resept issued by a doctor ]

If the last RF lookup for a patient was limited then the next user is properly warned about it as a
reminder to make sure a complete lookup is performed.
[ RENO-15831, Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - Popup message not shown when opening FM and last lookup was limited ]

Dentists in dentists installations can now import medication not found in local fest without any changes
and users with the privileges to create drafts can suggest imports of the same without suggesting
changes.
[ RENO-15826, Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - Dentist can get stuck in samstemming after an RF lookup ]

When the FM is opened for a patient with an unknown allergy a warning popup is shown on startup.
[ RENO-15825, Resolved, CLONE (4.7) - No popup warning shows when opening a patient in the FM who has CAVE
registered on an unknown ATC code ]

In a combined lookup, when the RF lookup returns information about there being locked prescriptions
while the KJ reply has no locked is handled properly.
[ RENO-15753, Resolved, Handling locked in RF with a successful KJ lookup with no locks was not done properly ]

In the prescription window, if a prescription type is disabled, than it should no longer be selected by
configuration, and the prescription window does not allow fRp and tRp for A/B medications.
[ RENO-15710, Resolved, Possible to prescribe A/B medicine in fRp and tRp prescriptions in a hospital ]

Creating preparations using ingredients with extra long names, should work fine now.
[ RENO-15508, Resolved, FM returns an error when creating resept for a preparation where the virkestoff name is long ]

When selecting a PLO institution for patient, using search results from last search should work properly
now and not show an error.
[ RENO-15500, Resolved, Not possible to select from the list of previously used items when assigning new PLO ]

The FM no longer warns about interactions with discarded items no longer available in RF.
[ RENO-15430, Resolved, Interaction and double medication warnings showing for discarded items in AF ]

When reading older audit data in admin client the FM converts the data to the latest name space to
avoid parsing errors.
[ RENO-15334, Resolved, Trying to save an undo action as an XML file returns a null reference exception ]

Fixed null reference when sorting by "bruk" when no "bruk" value is returned.
[ RENO-15333, Resolved, I get a system null reference exception generating reports with custom columns ]

In the prescription window a problem with overlapping labels and text inputs for comments when
prescribing an AK journal, has been fixed.
[ RENO-15192, Resolved, Comment boxes in the AK-view are little too close together ]

"Jordmødre" and "helsesøstre" can no longer print out prescriptions if configuration for nurses and
printing is set to "no", except their own.
[ RENO-15190, Resolved, J/H users can print out prescriptions that fulfill the 3 J/H conditions, created by other users ]

Epic
A new export utility has been implemented that exports all data from the FM database to encrypted,
compressed files.
[ RENO-15817, Resolved, Export "all" data from FM ]

FM is now handling situations that can occur with incomplete/error results of a combined RF/KJ lookup
[ RENO-15615, Resolved, Show consistent messages for RF/KJ lookups ]

